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GUIDELINES FOR NGOE AUTHORS
− NGOE publishes original scientific and review scientific papers written in English
language.
− Please follow instructions for authors at the journal's web page.
− The abstract should be structured in the following 4-6 parts (all in one paragraph):
purpose, methodology/approach, findings, research limitations (if applicable),
implications (if applicable) and originality/value.
− Include up to three JEL codes. JEL classification can be found here.
− The paper should follow a typical structure of an original scientific paper including a
comprehensive literature review. A well-presented IMRAD structure can be found here.
− In Introduction section describe background, main goal, a brief literature review, the
structure of the rest of the paper.
− Include a comprehensive literature review citing numerous up to date scientific papers
published in high ranked scientific journals.
− In Methodology section explain in detail the methodology applied in the paper,
including clearly stated hypothesis or research question, and present the sources and
characteristics of the data.
− In Conclusion section present main conclusions, include the answer to the research
question/accept or reject the hypothesis with arguments derived from the original
research presented in the paper, emphasize originality/value, limitations and further
research possibilities.
− References should be cited according to the APA style.
− The papers of up to 30,000 characters can be submitted to the following e-address:
our.economy@um.si.

